XU2175B TRACK CUTTER
Quite simply the finest track cutter of its kind on the market anywhere, at any price.
Its Micro-Shear® cutting action cuts quick, cuts clean, cuts square with a lot less
effort than conventional compression cutters. Exclusive Xuro-Rubber™ cushion grips
and Light Touch™ return spring for operator comfort and convenience. The track
cutter's blades should be positioned on the top and bottom of the rail for the
cleanest cut. Rated for Z, N, and HO gauge.

XU2193 HWAC CUTTER
HWAC stands for Hard Wire And Cable. The HWAC is rated for hardened wire,
music wire, memory wire and throttle cable. It does not require any special cutting
technique. This is an ideal tool for crafters who need to cut a wide variety of
materials. Use our HWAC Cutter like any cutter: place the material between the
jaws at the desired location and squeeze on the handles. Cutting effort is minimal
due to the tools' shearing action. Cushioned Xuro-Rubber™ grips for comfort and
Light Touch™ spring action returns HWAC to its open position.

XU410 HIGH PRECISION SHEAR
Features our patented Micro-Shear® blade by-pass and minimal outside bevel.
Cuts small or soft material with virtually no pinch. Leaves a finished or near
finished surface. Convenient Light Touch™ spring returns shear to its open
position after each use. Exclusive Xuro-Rubber™ grips provide both comfort and
the secure grasp required for precise control. For use only on soft materials.
Use with paper clips and other hard materials will result in scarring of the edges.

XU440PET HIGH PRECISION SCISSOR
The answer to modelers' and crafters' needs for an ultra precise scissor. Cuts
fine or delicate items, including materials such as silk embroidery floss or thin
mylars and delicate photoetched parts with a clean, square edge exactly
where the scissor is positioned. Ideal for cutting wood reed used in caning and
basketry. Cushion grip, Xuro-Rubber™ handles and our Light Touch™ return
spring replace conventional finger loops, for increased comfort and precision.
This innovative design is especially advantageous for users with arthritic hands.
Rated for cutting soft metals up to 0.005".

XU450S TWEEZERNOSE™ PLIER
The ultimate needlenose pliers. Six separate milling operations on each plier's
nose ensures the blades match in size, shape and alignment. Tweezernose™
pliers combine the precision to pick up a human hair with the strength required
for wire forming operations. Cushioned Xuro-Rubber™ grips and our Light
Touch™ return spring speed use, enhance control and make the pliers more
comfortable in your hand. Available with either smooth jaws (450) or with microserrations (450S) for an improved grip. This tool belongs in your customers' tool
boxes regardless of their area of modeling expertise.

